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Introduction

Let X be a real Banach space and let A be a multivalued operator from X
into X, that is, to each x^X a subset Ax of X be assigned. We define D(A) =
{x<=X; Axφφ}, R(A) = \J Ax and G(A) = {[x, x ' ] < E X x X ; x'eΛx}. We denote
xeX

by F the duality mapping of X into the dual space X*, i.e., it is defined by Fx =
{X*<Ξ**; <x, x*> = iMI 2= l|x*H 2 } for x e X, where < , > denotes the natural
pairing between X and Z* and || || denotes the norms in X and X*. An operator
A is called accretive in X9 if for any [xf, x{] e G(y4), i = l,2, there is an element
f^F(xi — x2) sucn tnat < X Ί ~~ X2>f> ^0> or equivalently,
(1)

lim-^-[||x1-x2 + K^ι~^2)!|-H χ ι-X2ll]>0
A4-0 Λ

(see R. H. Martin, Jr. [7]).

An accretive operator A is called m-accretive, if

It was shown in [6; THEOREM 1] that, under the uniform convexity of X*9
an accretive operator A is m-accretive if and only if it is demiclosed (i.e., for any
sequence {[xn, x'J}cG(,4), xπ-»x strongly and x'n->x' weakly in X imply that
[x, x']eG(4)) and for each z&X and each x^D(A), the initial value problem:
u'(i) + Au(t) + z^Q, w(0) = x has a strong solution on [0, oo). In this note we
do not require the uniform convexity of X* and shall show an analogue of the
above result in more general spaces, namely, in reflexive Banach spaces, by making
use of the inequality (1) for accretiveness.
1 . Main results
Let A be an operator from X into X and Ω = [0, r) or [0, r] where 0< r < oo .
Then an X-valued function u on Ω is called a strong solution of the initial value
problem

if u(f) is strongly absolutely continuous on any bounded closed interval contained
in Ω, u(0) = a and the strong derivative u'(t) exists, u(i)eD(A)andu'(ί) + Au(
for a.e. ίeΩ. We denote by β(A) the set

